Unloading/Loading Policy:
Sun God Lawn does not have any reserved unloading/loading parking zones. We ask that you use the Mandeville Loading Zone and note that the Mandeville Loop must remain free for UCSD transportation.

The highlighted areas are fire truck rated, and can withstand delivery loading/unloading. Please keep in mind that these are active fire lanes, and would need coordination with the Campus Fire Marshal for any vehicle loading/unloading and or parking.

If you need to coordinate for bollard access, that can be done through our Facilities Management department. For bollard/irrigation related concerns please contact David Boggs at dboggs@UCSD.EDU. The concrete areas highlighted in yellow are rated for 75,000lbs, however all other concrete areas not highlighted are not vehicle rated. Vendors are NOT allowed to drive on any sidewalk areas and definitely NOT on the asphalt bike paths.

Regarding access to the electrical boxes—which are 50A breakers—at the concrete benches, that can also be arranged through Facilities Management. For electrical related concerns you can contact Brandon Hirsch at bhirsch@ucsd.edu.
Point of Contacts for Facilities Management

UCSD Landscape Construction & Irrigation Superintendent - David Boggs
  ● 858-282-4483
  ● <dboggs@UCSD.EDU>
  ● Note: Irrigation runs on the lawn from 12:30 am and ending 6:00 am

UCSD Superintendent, Electric Shop - Brandon Hirsch
  ● (858) 534-2183
  ● bhirsch@ucsd.edu

UC San Diego Landscape Superintendent - Andre Leon
  ● 858-967-2281
  ● <anleon@ucsd.edu>

Capital Program Management Project Manager - Roland Bartsch
  ● T: 858.246.0795
  ● C: 619.917.7113
  ● rbartsch@ucsd.edu